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Vulto-van Silfhout et al., page 649
In recent years, researchers have turned to trio-based
exome sequencing to identify de novo mutations associ-
ated with complex developmental phenotypes such as
intellectual disability (ID). Although this approach has
identified several causative mutations on the basis of statis-
tical probability and/or functional follow-up, the genetic
cause remains unknown in several families. In this issue,
Vulto-van Silfhout et al. follow up on a candidate gene,
DEAF1, in which two previous studies had identified de
novo mutations. As a first step, the authors screened a
new cohort of individuals with ID and identified
additional de novo mutations in this gene.DEAF1 encodes
a transcription factor, and notably, each identified ID
mutation alters residues in the protein’s SAND domain.
The authors went on to show that each of these mutations
affects DEAF1 DNA binding and transcriptional activity.
Additional experiments showed that mice lacking
neuronal expression of Deaf1 display a variety of behav-
ioral phenotypes, including memory deficits and increased
anxiety. Given the number of large-scale sequencing pro-
jects that have been completed or are underway, we can
expect that more studies like this one—combining clinical
rescreening and experimental functional work—will be
aimed at validating and understanding the pathogenicity
of alleles associated with complex traits.Next-Gen Cytogenetic Nomenclature
Ordulu et al., page 695
Because next-generation sequencing is increasingly used
for the identification of chromosomal rearrangements,
determining how to appropriately describe these rear-
rangements at the nucleotide level is becoming a consid-
erable problem. Without consensus about how these
results should be described, inconsistencies seem inevi-
table. Indeed, this shift in technology and improved
accuracy in mapping breakpoints necessitates the devel-
opment of a set of recommendations for reporting these
data. In this study, Ordulu et al. leverage their experience
in precise breakpoint mapping in the Developmental
Genome Anatomy Project (DGAP) to recommend a
nomenclature for describing chromosomal rearrange-
ments. The recommendations suggest a description of1Scientific Editor, AJHG; 2Deputy Editor, AJHG
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mosome band level, direction of sequence, homology,
repeats, and nontemplated sequences for each rearrange-
ment. For illustrative purposes, several DGAP cases,
including cases with balanced translocations, inversions,
insertions and deletions, and duplications, are described
with the recommended nomenclature. Moreover, descrip-
tions of balanced translocations with homology, nontem-
plate sequences, and repetitive elements at breakpoints
demonstrate that the recommendations can be applied
to complex cases as well. To help researchers implement
the recommendations with sequences from their own
work, the authors are developing a tool named BOSToN,
BLAS(S)T Output Sequence Tool of Nomenclature. With
the increase in both the number of individuals being
sequenced and the technology used, the types of lesions
identified and the nomenclature associated with reporting
the results have evolved. As cytogenetics continues to
move forward, it will be worth watching what the com-
munity adopts as the standard way to report chromo-
somal rearrangements at the nucleotide level.Rare Variants in Population Isolates
Wang et al., page 710
Isolated populations have long been used in studies of
genetic diseases and heritable traits because of the demo-
graphics that arise from past migrations and/or population
bottlenecks coupled with genetic drift. Although such
populations, including the Finns, have provided great
insight in the realm of rare, monogenic disorders, it
remains unclear how founder effects will factor into the
interpretation of rare-variant association studies. Now,
informed with sequencing data from the genetically iso-
lated Finnish population, Wang et al. perform a series of
simulations that take into account different genetic archi-
tectures, and they use different methods to detect rare
variants. The founder effect does, indeed, improve the
power of association tests to detect rare variants, especially
in those cases in which the trait is tied to fitness. The
authors also assess the trade-offs researchers face when
cost—not a trivial issue—is factored into the experimental
design. Overall, this paper provides much-needed insight
into how to account for population dynamics in the
design, analysis, and interpretation of rare-variant associa-
tion studies.y of Human Genetics. All rights reserved.
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Refining Migrations in Oceania
Duggan et al., page 721
Multiple lines of evidence suggest that Oceania was settled
in two major waves of human migration. The Papuans
were the first to migrate throughout Near Oceania. More
recently, a second wave of migration by the Austronesian
speakers expanded across the Pacific to as far as Remote
Oceania. However, there are still many questions regarding
these migrations. In this study, Duggan et al. evaluate
approximately 1,330 whole mitochondrial genome se-
quences from 34Oceanic populations to better understand
the maternal contribution to the migrations that have
occurred in Oceania. Because of the distribution of the
Austronesian-associated haplogroups, the Austronesians
appear to have integrated into the existing populations
of the region. Of the non-Austronesian haplogroups that
might have originated in Oceania, the coalescence times
are more than 60 thousand years ago, suggesting an
ancient origin; are region-specific, suggesting long periods
of isolation; and also suggest that there were lesser migra-
tions throughout the history of this region. Although
simulation results hint that some of the outlier islands,
like Santa Cruz, might have been settled before the Austro-
nesian migration, the data are inconclusive. In the future,
it will be interesting to determine whether some of these
lingering questions can be answered with additional
Y-chromosome and autosomal genetic evidence.646 The American Journal of Human Genetics 94, 645–646, May 1, 2A Rare Toolkit
Wang et al., page 770
The high interest level in the potential role played by rare
variants in shaping complex human traits has spurred the
development of several statistical methods to perform
association analyses. The different methods are based on
distinct sets of assumptions about genetic architecture;
given the uncertainty surrounding this issue, investigators
often must test several methods. In addition, the handling
of large data sets from sequencing studies requires QC pro-
cedures distinct from those used for common variant
GWASs. In this issue, Wang et al. describe Variant Associa-
tion Tools (VAT), an online toolkit and data-management
system designed to facilitate the study of rare variants
from sequencing or genotyping experiments. The authors
also present a series of simulations utilizing data from the
1000 Genomes project to demonstrate the types of ana-
lyses able to be performed with this toolkit. An attractive
feature of VAT is that it allows investigators to use a wide
variety of available analysis methods, including SKAT,
CMC, and burden tests, and in some cases, it provides
guidance for further optimization. In addition, user-
initiated customization is possible, thus providing a flex-
ible platform for the rapid integration of new methods
into existing projects. With the introduction of VAT, inves-
tigators are now armed with a powerful set of tools with
which to tackle the latest generation of association studies.014
